Preparation of Filtrates.
It is essential for satisfactory results that filtrates of the chicken tumor which are to be used should be as highly potent as possible, and that they should be entirely cell-free and water-clear.
The color varies from yellow to pink depending on the amount of blood present in the tumor tissue. It has been shown by one of us with Andrewes (4) that the filtrability of the Rous sarcoma may be tremendously variable, reaching a point at times when it is not possible to obtain filtrates which are at all infectious. All stages of potency may be exhibited up to filtrates which will infect in a quantity of 0.001 cc. The reason for this variation is not known, and it is one of the most annoying factors in carrying out the experiments. To guard against extreme variations as far as possible, it is best to use for the preparation of filtrates, tumors which have developed as a result of the inoculation of cells, rather than of filtrates, and only such tumors as grow quickly to a considerable size. "Healthy" tissue from such tumors should be minced and ground thoroughly with clean, neutral sand, 1 in a mortar, and then suspended in salt solution in the proportion of about 8 cc. minced tumor to 200 cc. saline. This should be filtered by gravity or gentle suction through layers of paper pulp and sand in a form of filter tube described elsewhere (4) . If the first filtrate is not practically clear, it must be refiltered through a similar filter until all traces of opalescence are removed. It is probable that turbid "sand-filtrates" are responsible for some of the failures which have been reported in attempting to repeat experiments of this type. It is obvious that if large particles of cells are present, or whole cells, virus which may be enclosed in them is protected from the action of added reagents, and may survive much longer than that which is not so situated. The reaction of such filtrates should not vary widely from pH 7. 4 For most of the experiments it is then desirable to pass the sand-pulp filtrate through a Mandler or medium Berkefeld filter. The reaction of the final candle filtrate should not have changed. It may be noted that vigorous agitation of the filtrates, either by shaking or through foaming during filtration from excessive suction, will frequently lead to the formation of a coagulum, which may defeat the purpose of the experiment.
Preparation of Specific Factor.
It is probable that a substance which carries, perhaps in a single molecule, the delicate specificity not only of the species, but also of a particular type of cell, must be readily susceptible to injury with loss of its biological properties, On the other hand a living virus so widespread in nature that it adapts itself equally to the chicken, the rat, the mouse and man, may conceivably be much more resistant to mild deleterious influences. In any case, the apparent difficulty in carrying out these experiments lies in destroying the virus without at the same time altering the specific factor. To accomplish this with an antiseptic it is essential (a) that the reagent shall not produce a precipitate in filtrates which might lead to mechanical protection of the virus or to direct change in the specific factor, and (b) that the antiseptic be removed readily, or, if this is impracticable, be so slow in its action that virus added later is not destroyed immediately.
In the experiments first reported, chloroform was the antiseptic used. More recently, acriflavine has been found to act more regularly, but slowly, and its action is affected by several considerations.
In the first place, filtrates of the Rous sarcoma lose their infectivity rather quickly at 37 ° . The exact time varies with the potency of the particular filtrate which is unknown at the time of preparation. Addition of 10 per cent serum, and incubation in an anaerobic jar, greatly retard this loss. Moreover serum seems to play some part in the germicidal action of acriflavine. It appears, then, that a dilution of 1 : 10,000 acriflavine in tumor filtrates to which has been added 10 per cent of fresh horse serum will usually inactivate the filtrate after 24 hours anaerobic incubation at 37 ° . The horse blood must have been collected not more than 24 hours previously, and allowed to clot and separate in the ice chest. It must be dear, otherwise it should be centrifuged or passed through a Berkefeld or Chamberland filter. No precipitate should form in this mixture during the incubation. The acr~avine, which is strongly acid (the hydrochloride), may be neutralized with NaOH but it is not certain how much difference this makes. Old or heated serum appears to be unsuitable. An alternative method for securing an acriflavine specific factor is to add ½ cc. of minced Rous tumor to each of several tubes containing 5 cc. Hartley-KC1 broth plus 1 cc. fresh horse serum plus 2 cc. of a 1:300 acriflavine solution. The tumor tissue must sink to the bottom of the tubes, which are then incubated 24 hours at 370in an anaerobic tin. The supernatant fluid is carefully removed, centrifuged if not perfectly clear and used as specific factor. The results are rather less regular than with the filtrate method. In some of the experiments to be described in this paper, fresh rabbit serum was used. There are not sufficient data available to state whether its use is to be recommended.
In connection with the use of chloroform the autoinactivation of fittrates at 37 ° explains many failures. Not infrequently, and particularly in filtrates which are not highly potent, 3 hours incubation at 37 ° with no addition of chloroform leads to total loss of infectivity. This change is considerably diminished by HCN in a dilution of 1:10,000 or less. Consequently the chloroform technic has been modified by adding this dilution of HCN (made freshly by neutralizing KCN with HC1) to the filtrate before the chloroform is run in. In some cases mixing the chloroform with the filtrate causes the formation of a precipitate, and for that reason the method which has now been adopted is to leave the chloroform to diffuse through the contents of the tube during incubation without actually mixing. The tube is closed with a rubber stopper to avoid loss through evaporation. At the end of the period of incubation the fluid is transferred to a small flask, and the chloroform vapor removed with a vacuum pump.
Virus Preparation.
Primary cultures of most mammalian tumors in Harfley-KC1-serum broth, grown anaerobically, have been found suitable.
It may be noted that Mouse Sarcoma 37 has never been found to yield a satisfactory virus. A slow growing, and therefore non-filtrable Rous tumor grown aerobically provides an excellent virus. The optimal time of incubation is 3 to 5 days. 2 day cultures are never active, whereas 24 hour cultures may be used provided they are first heated to 55 ° for 18 minutes. The reason for this heating, as well as for difference in action at various times, is not apparent, but is perhaps connected with some life cycle of the virus. If such cultures are mixed in equal volumes with specific factor preparations, activity is not always, or even usually, restored, but if a series of dilutions of the virus preparation in saline is made 1:4, 1:16 and 1:64, and these dilutions, as well the nndilute virus, mixed with specific factor, the chances for reactivation are greater. It would seem that 1 : 16 or 1:64 is the most regularly effective concentration; greater dilutions fail. In suitable experiments where reactivation takes place with two or more dilutions the results are regular in that at the optimum concentration of virus a large tumor is produced while the others are progressively smaller as the dilution departs from the optimum. The reason for this empirical fact remains obscure.
Another type of virus preparation depends upon the observation that the specific factor in the Rous tumor is more readily destroyed by heating than is the virus. If 3 cc. lots of candle filtrate of the Rous tumor, containing 10 per cent serum, are heated to 55 ° for 18 minutes, the ability to infect is lost, whereas it remains able to reactivate a suitable specific factor.
General Considerations.
It must be borne in mind that the great difficulties encountered in such experiments as these make it unlikely that 100 per cent success can be obtained. One has to contend with (a) extreme variability in potency of tumor filtrates; (b) the unknown part played by the horse serum, which must be fresh, and which seems to vary greatly from different sources; (c) differences in filtrates which occasionally lead to precipitate production by the acriflavine; (d) the peculiar properties of the virus; (e) considerable variation in susceptibility of chickens to the attenuated agent of the tumor; and probably others which are less well defined. For example it is not impossible that the tumor virus, being widely distributed in nature, may be found in the air, and especially so in laboratories which have been used for tumor work. Again, since chickens not infrequently develop spontaneous tumors, some individuals may harbor the virus in their bodies. Occasional falsely positive controls, therefore, need not be surprising. In any case, great pains should be taken to prevent specific factor preparations from becoming contaminated from the hands or the air.
Where satisfactory reactivation takes place, it must not be supposed that the full original infectivity of the filtrate is restored. The specific factor is always greatly weakened by either of the methods employed, and tumors from mixtures of virus and specific factor do not usually appear in less than 3 or 4 weeks.
In most of the experiments to be described, there were included controls of chick embryo cultures (5), not inoculated with any tumor material, mixed with specific factor instead of virus.
It may be repeated that the foregoing details of technic had been established previous to the joint experiments now to be reported. Experimental proof of them will appear separately and will not be included here. Since the acriflavine technic was considered the most regularly satisfactory, most of the experiments are of this type. Since one of us has insisted in a previous communication (2) that it is essential to present all the experiments carried out in sequence, this plan is here followed, although for the sake of brevity this is done in the form of a table, and only those experiments marked with an asterisk are considered in any detail. A few attempts were made to demonstrate two factors by means of chloroform specific factor. In every case these experiments were completely negative. Allowing the chloroform to diffuse through the filtrate without mixing failed in each case to inactivate, whereas when it was mixed by means of a capillary pipette, no tumors developed in either controls or mixtures. These experiments are consequently omitted.
Acriflavine Experiments.

Date
General results In describing the acriflavine experiments, the specific factors will be noted simply as having been made by the "acriflavine-filtrate" or "acriflavine-culture" method, referring to the two procedures already described. In every case equal volumes of specific factor and virus, either undilute, or diluted as indicated with saline, were mixed, and 1 cc. of the mixture injected. A trace of pure silica was added to each inoculum. In all the work, Barred Rock chicks from 6 to 10 weeks old were used. As a rule, six injections were made into each bird, in breasts, legs and wings. In controls, however, usually only a single inoculation was made, this in the breast.
Experiments with Negative Controls and Some Positive Mixtures.
Oct. 18, 1927. S. F.--Acriflavine-culture specific factor. The virus preparations were the following: Vx--Rous sarcoma filtrate plus 10 per cent horse serum, heated 18 minutea at 55°C.
V2--5 day aerobic culture of a human uterine fibmld in Harfley-KCl-horse serum broth.
V~--6 day aerobic culture of the Rockefeller rabbit carcinoma. +-I-++ * It may be said in connection with this experiment that the tumors of Chicks 31 and 32, while small, had penetrated the abdomen, causing extensive tumor formation here which was infected. It is not improbable that the original material mixed with the specific factor was contaminated. Moreover, there was some question as to whether the E and V~ preparations might not have been exchanged in setting up the mixtures. Vt--SimJlarly heated Rous filtrate plus horse serum.
Er-6 day "culture" of chick embryo.
Vr--6 day culture of rabbit carcinoma. t Chick 98 died Jan. 9 with no tumor.
DlSCIYSSlON (Mueller).
To know how to deal fairly with results of this type is obviously an exceedngly difficult matter. The method used is directed at the production of an inactive specific factor, and this end seems to have been reached or approached in a number of the experiments cited. Those experiments in which practically all sites inoculated were positive, have been arbitrarily excluded. Such experiments are dearly defective, and to include them would be scarcely reasonable.
On the other hand, if this discrimination is permissible, would it perhaps be wiser to exclude all those experiments in which any positive controls appeared, since in them obviously the inactivation has failed, unless one assumes the possibility of contamination from the air or some other source? This has not been done because it appears that the probable explanation of these results, while it is suggested in some of those with negative controls, receives further support from the others.
Moreover, it is from a consideration of results as a whole that one must draw conclusions in this type of experiment. The writer has already stated in his earlier paper dealing with the chloroform technic, that in addition to a considerable variation in susceptibility on the part of individual chickens, there is also a marked local difference in reaction in different sites on the same chicken. It is clear that, within certain limits, the amount of a Rous sarcoma filtrate governs time of take, rate of growth and size of tumor, and that there is thus a degree of proportionality between the size of tumor produced and the infecting dose of filtrate. But once an extreme degree of attenuation has been reached by either chloroform, serum-acriflavine or probably also simple dilution, it would perhaps be surprising if a local difference in result were not found from injections of equal amounts. There may be factors which come into play, such as trauma, hemorrhage, etc., which are entirely beyond control and which may play a decisive part in the result with these small doses of attenuated material.
It becomes important to determine whether a control injection of 2.0 cc. of specific factor is, on the average, four times as likely to infect, where a considerable number of injections are given, as 0.5 cc. doses. There is one significant indication in the experiment of November 19. Two controls received 5 cc. and two, 2 cc. Both the latter as well as all the mixture chicks developed tumors. One of the 5 cc. control chicks died too soon to obtain a result and the other remained negative. Was this one an unusually resistant chick, or did the amount of acriflavine injected into the tissue play some inhibitory r61e? In the latter case, the usual procedure of four 2.0 cc. control injections would become still more unreliable.
If now, the apparently satisfactory experiments are reviewed with this point in mind, a number of things become clear. First, the "reactivation" with virus, if there be one, is a very feeble affair. There is only occasional indication of it. The tumors develop slowly and while it has seemed best in the interest of brevity to omit dates and consecutive observations, it may be said in general that those tumors which do develop do so only after a considerably longer interval than is required after the injection of a moderately active filtrate and do not differ materially one way or the other in rate of growth from tumors produced by specific factor alone. In the second place, as a rule only one-fourth to one-sixth as many sites are injected with specific factor controls as with mixtures. By the laws of chance there should be a greater number of "takes" registered in the latter. Thirdly, there are a reasonable proportion of positive results in the "embryo culture" control mixtures. And finally, it is rather the rule than otherwise, • that where both chicks injected with a single mixture of specific factor and virus develop tumors, one dilution of virus is positive in one, and a different one in the second. For example in the experiment of Dec.
30, one tumor appeared with the 1 : 16 dilution and the other with the 1:64. The tumors were similar in size. Obviously both chicks were susceptible in about the same degree. Also obviously both mixtures contained infectious material. Therefore, the result must be accidental and without significance. As to the supposed proportionality between dilution of virus and ability to reactivate, there is surely nothing to bear it out in these 1esults. The whole matter is so irregular that chance seems to be the only adequate explanation.
The writer does not wish to put this forward as a definite conclusion without further experimental evidence. He has therefore carried out several experiments, using exactly the same technic with the exception of filtering through rather less paper pulp in a filter so prepared that leakage around the edges was not possible. (It may be stated that in filter tubes prepared as Gye and Andrewes originally described them, fluid will almost always, after a time, find its way down between the glass and the pulp, producing a turbid filtrate which has to be passed through a second filter to clear it, with proportional loss of infectiousness.) The filtrates used in these experiments were of a somewhat higher potency than those obtained in the collaborative experiments with Gye, but were uniformly clear and sparkling.
Instead of controlling as in the experiments already described, four chicks were used as controls, each injected with acrifiavine-filtrate specific factor in four sites (both breasts and legs). Two were given 2.0 cc. undiluted specific factor in one breast, 1.0 cc. diluted with 1.0 cc. normal saline in the other breast and ½ cc. + ½ cc. saline in each leg. The other two received ½ cc. specific factor diluted with 1½ cc. saline in each breast and ½ cc. + ½ cc. saline in each leg.
It will be sufficient to tabulate the results of the control inoculations, since the mixtures which were made,--in each case two "viruses" and one "embryo control" on two chicks each,--turned out very much as did those of the earlier experiments and as one would expect from the controls. If anything, fewer tumors were obtained from mixtures than from controls.
The last two experiments quoted, Jan. 18 and Feb. 2, were the most nearly ideal since fewer tumors were obtained in them than in the others. It will be observed that while three out of four chicks in each experiment developed one or more tumors, in the experiment just mentioned, only one small tumor, and in the second, no tumors at all developed in the fight breast of any of them (the site ordinarily used for a single control). Of course, this was pure accident, but indicates the sort of unusual combinations that turn up in this work.
Had only the right breasts of the chickens used as controls in the last experiment been inoculated, one might have obtained a completely negative control series, and since a number of tumors developed from various mixtures emp!oyed in the experiment, the effect would have been that of a definite "reactivation" of the specific factor. We now have a reasonable explanation which is supported not only by indirect evidence from the experiments carried out jointly with Gye, but also by direct experimental evidence, which we venture to say can be duplicated readily. Obviously this does not disprove Gye's hypothesis, nor does it even permit definite statement that all the experiments quoted above were accidental. In some of them a possisible,--though weak,--mechanism for reactivation may have actually operated. For example in the experiment of December 14, the controls were done better than in the other experiments, and in addition, Vo, V1 and V~ were not "optimal" virus preparations, but were at least thorough embryo controls, and V8 was not expected to be suitable since the preliminary heating to 55 ° was forgotten. There is thus left V4, which was a 5 day culture of Mouse Carcinoma 63, an entirely satisfactory "virus," and the only tumors of the entire experiment were produced in one of the two. chickens in~ected with it. There is no possible way to decide whether or not this was an accident.
To sum up, one may say that in general the form of protocol recommended by Gye in attempting to establish two factors in the Rous sarcoma is unsuitable. The very real local variation in susceptibility is neglected, and the facts do not bear out the assumption that four times the dose of an attenuated filtrate is regularly four times as infectious as a single dose. Both direct and indirect evidence is given to show that in fact this is not the case, but that unknown local conditions, and perhaps the concentration of acriflavine in the filtrate, are of much greater importance. We repeat that this is not disproof of Gye's hypothesis, but insist that in none of the acriflavine work carried out in this laboratory has there been any convincing evidence in its favor.
DISCUSSION (Gye).
3 years ago, in a preliminary notice of a study of the Rous sarcoma (1), evidence was brought forward which in my judgment showed that the induction of a new tumour by a cell-free filtrate depends upon the combined action of two things contained in a filtrate; one which is most easily interpreted as being a filtrable virus, the other a specific aggressin. One of the methods of demonstrating this was to destroy the activity of a tumour filtrate by the action of chloroform and to restore its activity again by the addition of an extract of tumour which had been obtained by allowing tumour tissue to stand in a serum medium for many days at incubator temperature. It was pointed out in the preliminary paper that often chloroform fails to inactivate an extract and that frequently the extract obtained by long incubation used for reactivation is itself active; further, it was noted that sometimes when both chloroform-treated extract and incubated extract are inactive the mixtures are inactive. Nevertheless, the successful experiments were so plain in their meaning that it was impossible not to believe that the regular demonstration of this dual nature of the Rous infective material depends merely upon the discovery of a suitable technlque.
The findings given in my preliminary paper have, for the most part, been rejected by other workers. During the past 3 years I have endeavoured to find a more suitable technique, and have failed. The best available so far is as follows:
For the preparation of what I shall call, and believe to be, "virus," a cell-free extract, to which horse serum to the extent of 10 per cent has been added, is heated to 55°C. for 18 minutes. This treatment invariably inactivates the filtrate, the inactivation being due to the destruction of the specific aggressin and not "virus." Virus is left.
The inactivation of a filtrate by means of an antiseptic is a different matter. Chloroform inactivates so irregularly as to be exasperating in a long series of experiments. Moreover, since mere incubation of a filtrate tends to destroy activity in a few hours and sometimes actually does so completely, it is obviously important to protect the filtrate against such loss. This may be achieved by the addition of serum to the filtrate. Chloroform is even less effective in the presence of a serum. For these reasons acriflavine, which is reputed to act in the presence of serum, was chosen as the antiseptic. Mter much experimentation it was found that acri-ravine is effective only in the presence of fresh serum--horse serum was used in all my experiments--but then not always.
The method then which had given best results in my hands was as follows: Fresh horse serum to the extent of 10 per cent is added to a cell-free extract. To a portion of this mixture acrifiavine is added to give a final concentration of 1:10,000. The mixture is incubated anaerobically for 24 hours in a MclntoshFildes jar. Reactivation is obtained by adding diluted heat-inactivated extract.
In 1927 I was invited by the Cancer Commission of Harvard University to visit Dr. Zinsser's laboratory in order to compare technical methods with Dr. lViueller who had failed to confirm my published observations. During October and November we worked together and the results of our col[aboration are given in this paper. The proportion of experiments which give support to my contentions is much smaller than I expected, judging from a longer series which had already been carried out in my laboratory in London. This longer series of similar experiments will be published during the present year, together with a discussion of alternative interpretations. The many difficulties encountered in all this work have made earlier publication impossible.
Two comments upon the action of acriflavine on filtrates of the Rous sarcoma may be useful, and as they have been made perfectly certain by extensive experimentation, may be stated categorically:
1. Acriflavine in itself is a very feeble antiseptic towards the virus of the filtrable fowl sarcoma. Proof of this statement has been obtained by allowing acriflavine to act upon filtrates in which cysteine has been dissolved to prevent loss of infectivity by oxidation (6) . Under such circumstances it is impossible to sterilize (in 24 hours), with any possible concentration of acriflavine, a very active filtrate. Feebly active extracts are rendered inert in 24 hours by dilution of acriflavine of 1:10,000. In these experiments the acriflavine is neutralised before adding to turnout extracts, otherwise precipitates are formed which nullify the experiment.
2. When the infectivity of a Rous tumour extract is destroyed by the action of acriflavine in the presence of fresh horse serum, the result is governed by the viricidal action of the serum, acriflavine acting in a merely supplementary way.
My colleague, Dr. W. J. Purdy, and myself have investigated this action thoroughly. We have compared as exactly as possible the lethal effect of fresh serum plus acriflavine upon the virus of bovine pleuropneumonia and the inactivating effect of the same combination upon Rous turnout filtrates, and have found that they follow the same rules. The natural viricidal properties of a given fresh serum dominate the final result of an experiment. The details of experiments which support this statement are now in preparation.
It will be seen from these comments that the experiments which Dr. MueUer and I report in this paper are more complex than might at first glance be supposed.
